feminism in motion

you don't need the bullet when you have the ballot

trans visibility

intersectionality of body positivity movement

exploring queerness and gender diversity in video games

queering gender

better to be embarrassed by setting a boundary than having it crossed
NEVER
masculine
enough

Reproductive
justice
Reframes and expands the reproductive rights narrative
“I’m not interested.”
“I have a fake boyfriend.”

-if i were a boy...
-if rape culture didn’t exist...

feminism

gold little shorts

gender expansive ness

free the moms
Self defense . . .

because it is

... my reality ...

not interested"

have a fake boyfriend "

I love

my vulva!
If I were a boy...
If rape culture didn't exist...
"To walk freely at night"
—Sylvia Plath
abolition is creative

Queer

"I'll freely at night"

F R E E

T H E

M O M S

strength

WHAT IFF?